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PRESENTATION

INTRODUCTION
The use of waste as a subproduct can be

At Movilex we support this pattern of activity,

considered to be the basis of recycling. And

with deep concern for the continual

this practice is the main method of crucial

adaptation to the new global context, which

contribution, with regeneration of the

poses this current paradigm both in terms of

environment and our surroundings.

economy as well as environment and society.
And in this sense, we are convinced of the

At Movilex, we work on the basis of this idea

immense power that raising social awareness

to generate activity centred on a circular

can have when promoting the creation of a

economy, which suggests boosting the use of

general culture that normalizes recycling as

resources that come from elements at the

standard social practice.

end of their useful life, and reinstating their
presence in the production chain. This not

In summary, society and the business sector

only generates wealth, but also contributes to

have to go hand in hand in the necessity to

sustaining the natural environment.

consolidate the presence of waste as a main
resource, to return it to usage that brings new

Over the past few years it has undoubtedly

value to the environment,

come to light that natural resources such as
raw materials in the production chain are

Creating, using and recreating on the basis of

progressively becoming scarce, and the

reusing waste which, properly treated, can be

concept of energy saving is becoming more

recovered in the value chain through a

and more linked to economic saving. Here is

production system that responds to current

where eﬀorts are focused to generate a new

legislative measures and is subject to optimal

source of activity that very seriously considers

quality standards.

and values these questions.
Reusing as much as possible so regeneration
This reality suggests a new model of

is not impossible.

production while opening new lines of
business, job creation and wealth generation,
above all in the natural environment. All of
this without forgetting its contribution to
necessary innovation in the application of
technology at the service of this philosophy in
corporate activity.
MOVILEX RECYCLING GROUP
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MRG

All our eﬀorts are centred on pursuing
the best recovery of the components of

MRG

MOVILEX RECYCLING GROUP

We work within the circular economy
as an urban mining operator with
capacity for global supply.

the diﬀerent types of waste that we
work with, which include:
Scrap vehicles (Cars, Transport

Movilex is an international company that provides

Vehicles, Boats, Ships, Aircraft).

comprehensive management of hazardous and

WEEE (Domestic and Professional).

non-hazardous waste through diﬀerent lines of

HMS Metal (Ferrous and

business.

Non-Ferrous Scrap).

Based on reverse production models, Movilex

All our resulting fractions have standard

develops its activities as part of an innovative system

speciﬁcations for sale on the interna-

of collection, decontamination and recovery of waste,

tional market by an authorized end

focused on controlled traceability from the waste

manager.

supplier to the end client.
With presence in six countries in Europe and Latin
America, it has a multidisciplinary team of professional
who certify the correct environmental treatment of
each process, ensuring the quality of the fractions
obtained, and respect for the environment.

Mission
Recycling – eﬃcient, sustainable and eﬃcient –
of waste generated by society, ensuring
balance in the system, both in terms of the
environment and the economy, in a way that
guarantees that they will be long-lasting.

Vision
To be a global operator in the recycling chain,
with the ability to unite all sectors (industrial
and consumption). To provide comprehensive
management that guarantees the processes of
transformation into fractions, of quality and
speciﬁcations, to incorporate the ﬂows of the
market as a secondary raw material and in this
way help to minimize the need to consume
natural resources.
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ORGANIC STRUCTURE

ORGANIC
STRUCTURE

MOVILEX RECYCLING
SPAIN
Provision of collection, transport, treatment,
MOVILEX

decontamination, recovery and storage of

spain

hazardous and non-hazardous waste services,
including scrap vehicle waste and HMS scrap.

MOVILEX
MOVILEX

GIR

MOVILEX

PANAMÁ

RECYCLING GROUP

MOVILEX

COLOMBIA

MOVILEX

MOVILEX

latam

weee

MOVILEX

BRASIL
MOVILEX

MEXICO

MOVILEX RECYCLING LATAM SA
Wholesale of ferrous and non-ferrous waste materials.
Sale of used parts and accessories for motor vehicle.
MOVILEX RECYCLING PANAMA, SA
Provision of collection, transport, treatment, decontamination, recovery
and storage of hazardous and non-hazardous waste services, including
scrap vehicle waste, Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) and
HMS scrap.
MOVILEX RECYCLING COLOMBIA S.A.S.
Provision of collection, transport, treatment, decontamination, recovery
and storage of hazardous and non-hazardous waste services, including
scrap vehicle waste, Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) and

MOVILEX
EXTREMADURA
RAEE SLU
Provision of collection, transport,
treatment, decontamination, recovery and
storage of hazardous and non-hazardous
waste services, including Waste Electrical
and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)
MOVILEX GIR
Provision of collection, transport,
treatment, decontamination, recovery and
storage of hazardous and non-hazardous
waste services, including scrap vehicle
waste and Waste Electrical and Electronic
Equipment (WEEE)

HMS scrap.
MOVILEX RECICLAGEM BRASIL LTDA
Provision of collection, transport, treatment, decontamination, recovery
and storage of hazardous and non-hazardous waste services, including
HMS scrap.
MOVILEX RECYCLING MEXICO
Provision of collection, transport, treatment, decontamination, recovery
and storage of hazardous and non-hazardous waste services, including
scrap vehicle waste, Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) and
HMS scrap.
10
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HISTORY

Presence in Iberian peninsular
Start of international
expansion
It is in Panama that MOVILEX began
its international expansion, with the
creation of MOVILEX PANAMA,
thanks to the development of one of
the group’s unique projects,
management of waste from the
works to expand the Panama Canal’s
locks.

MOVILEX IB PORTUGAL is born,
beneﬁting from the symbiosis that
Extremadura creates between Spain
and Portugal.

2015

2014

Activation of the MOVILEX METAL and
Creation of MOVILEX WEEE
Launch of the ﬁrst recycling and
recovery plant for electrical and
electronic apparatus in Extremadura.

MOVILEX PLASTIC lines
Complementing and supporting the two existing
business lines, the areas of metal and plastic works are
incorporated into the process of comprehensive
management and waste treatment.

2012
2010

2009
MOVILEX is born
Activity begins in 2009 through the
MOVILEX CARD business line,
dedicated to dismantling,
decontamination, recycling and
recovery of scrap vehicles.

2017
2016
2013
New plant in Valencia
In the national expansion process, a
new plant for Comprehensive Waste
Management is added to the
Mediterranean coast.

Growth in Latin America
In this year, the creation of the companies MOVILEX
COLOMBIA and MOVILEZ BRASIL, in the cities of
Cartagena de Indias and Recife respectively, adds to
the presence in Latin America.

Mexico bridges the gap
At the moment, the latest to join our
“evolution” in the world of waste
management is MOVILEX MEXICO.
And we're not ﬁnished yet...

HISTORY & EVOLUTION
12
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VALUES

VALUES
Our company meets the legislative requirements that the markets
and administrations have established for the correct development
of activity in environmental matters, of quality and social
responsibility.
Likewise, Movilex internally applies fundamental principles which have
guaranteed the path which has led us to where we are now.

Respect for people

Teamwork

Professionals are, above all,

Because the sum of the group boosts

people.

performance and makes it easy to get
the best results.

Enthusiasm, passion,
eagerness

Continual improvement
and standardization

Just like life itself, if these

If things can be done better,

ingredients are missing it's

we have to try.

better to dedicate yourself to
something else.

Fulfilling
commitments

Customer service

Without aims, deadlines or rules, it is

have to tend to them

To satisfy customers, we ﬁrst

diﬃcult to meet identiﬁed
challenges.
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HUMAN CAPITAL

HUMAN CAPITAL
All our values are underpinned by the people in the organization.
Respect for people. Teamwork. Continual improvement and standardization.
Customer service. Fulﬁlling commitments. Enthusiasm, passion, eagerness.
Because of this, we understand that the nucleus, the driving element behind any activity,
is in the workers who acquire, exercise and foster these values within the organization.
We have multidisciplinary staﬀ at each of our international locations, with qualiﬁcations
and training that contribute, along with their dedication and commitment, to the growth
of Movilex as a benchmark company in the world of recycling and comprehensive waste
management.

Corporate services:
Business planning and development
Administration and ﬁnance
Operations and logistics
Purchasing and sales
Human resources and organization

Our Departments:
Environment
Operations
Logistics
Administration
Commercial
Marketing
Business Development

16
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COMMITMENTS

COMMITMENTS
Environmental Management and Quality
We are certiﬁed in various management systems which guarantee and give us excellency in the
services oﬀered and in the processes that we carry out to be able to oﬀer them in the best way
possible.
In particular, we have the following certiﬁcates:
Quality Management System according to regulation UNE-EN ISO 9001.
Environmental Management System (EMS) according to regulation UNE-EN ISO 14001.
Our commitment to the environment goes beyond that required by current legislation, and we
contribute to the development of new European legislation on the environment with our
knowledge of the sector.
Our activity requires extra social and environmental awareness, an endeavour that is transferred
from the organization itself to all the workers.
Moreover, we commit to organizing, developing and evaluating the programmes and/or activities
that are necessary for the implementation of Quality and Environmental Systems in which we
are certiﬁed. In the same way, we provide the means and resources necessary to ensure its
evolution, so that this policy is understood, implemented, maintained and communicated to all
levels of the organization.
We will always seek improvement, quality and eﬃciency in comprehensive waste management,
following the highest quality standards and carrying out monitoring of the whole process, from
its origin to its ﬁnal reutilization, so that most can be reused with the best quality at destination.

ISO 9001:2008
ISO 14001: 2004

Federación Española de
la Recuperación y el
Reciclaje (FER)

Authorizations and traceability
As part of its Management System, MOVILEX includes a speciﬁc
procedure for the Process of Collecting, Transporting,
Reception, Classiﬁcation, Storage and Valuing WEEEs, in which
the necessary documentation is included for collection and
transport from the origin to the treatment facilities. In this
process, the origin, transport and ﬁnal destination of the
WEEEs are identiﬁed. This documentation has been adapted
for compliance with the new Royal Decree 180/2015, of 13th
March, by which the transfer of waste within State Territory is
regulated, and Royal Decree 110/2015 on Waste Electric and
Electronic Equipment.

Raising awareness amongst society
and citizens is vital to be able to
protect, preserve and understand our
natural environment. One of Movilex’s
plans of actions in terms of social
commitment is to install values and
the importance of recycling in
peoples’ daily life. It’s a question of
attitude. It is simply a gesture and a
fact that separate a right and wrong
action.

Once the WEEEs are received at the MOVILEX facility, they are
classiﬁed, stored, and treated according to type of WEEE,
batches and production lines, in accordance with Annex XIII of
Royal Decree 110/2015 on WEEE. The fractions obtained are
identiﬁed using labels that provide information about their
origin and they are sent to authorized managers for their
usage as raw materials in productive systems, closing the
waste’s life cycle.

We actively participate in the process
of disseminating and distributing
good practices in the world of
recycling by organizing talks,
workshops and visits to our plants.
Likewise, we sponsor activities that
are based on promoting healthy
lifestyles with respect to the
environment.

All of these measures guarantee the traceability of all the
WEEEs collected and treated at the MOVILEX facilities, from
their origin until their ﬁnal evaluation.

PDPL

Authorizations:
Scrap Vehicle Line: AAU 15/054
Metal Line: AAU 12/214
CAT Line: AAU 16/111
Valuation: AAI 13/014
NHW Transportation: EX/427
Hazardous Waste Transportation: EX/134
Non-Hazardous Waste Line: 528/V/RNP/CV
Hazardous Waste Line: 644/V/RNP/CV
WEEE Line: 7/V/RNP/CV
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CSR

Movilex guarantees compliance with
the Personal Data Protection Law
(PDPL), following the procedures
outlined by the Spanish Data
Protection Agency (SDPA). Our
company guarantees the
conﬁdentiality, privacy, integrity and
availability of the personal data that it
manages, and establishes security
protocols that safeguard the privacy
of the people, entities and institutions
with which it works and relates.
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Scrap Vehicles

SCRAP VEHICLES
Movilex Scrap Vehicles is a line of business dedicated to the decontamination
and recycling of all kinds of vehicles (cars, lorries, buses, motorcycles, aircraft,
boats, naval transport, industrial machinery, etc.) at the end of their useful life.
Movilex Scrap Vehicles recycles all the waste that a car no longer in use
generates, complying with all the current legislation on the environment.

ipsum

Movilex Scrap Vehicles is an authorized recycling and decontamination centre
for vehicles that are no longer in use, and an authorized manager of waste such
as oils, tyres, catalysts, glass, plastic, etc.

Collection of vehicles
that are no longer
used
Movilex Scrap Vehicles oﬀers a
complete and free collection
service for all kinds of vehicles that
are no longer in use. We have
specialized cranes and accredited
transport vehicles available.

Vehicle deregistration
As a complement to the scrap
vehicle collection service, Movilex
CARD manages and processes the
deregistration of your vehicles
directly with the National
Department of Traﬃc (DGT), once
the comprehensive waste
management process is
completed, and the environmental
destruction certiﬁcate is obtained
and communicated to the DGT, the
oﬃcial deregistration
documentation will be provided.
With this service, we also support
and assess local councils in
management tasks relating to
processing and certifying vehicle
deregistration. Likewise, we assess
the workshops and companies in
waste collection activity, for
decontamination and elimination.

22

Comprehensive
management of scrap
vehicle waste
From the collection of the scrap
vehicle until its valuation, we carry
out the whole management
process for waste generated by
vehicles in the following stages:
decontamination, classiﬁcation,
cutting and recycling.
At the same time, we oﬀer this
same comprehensive
management service for dealers,
workshops and all other types of
companies in two forms:
Comprehensive management of
waste that may be generated
Comprehensive management for
recycling and recovery of vehicle
parts and elements

23
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WEEE

Collection of Electrical and
Electronic Equipment
MOVILEX WEEE has implemented and consolidated a
national logistics network, guaranteeing an eﬃcient
service, independent of the needs and speciﬁc conditions
of each scenario (micro-collections, grouped material,
etc.). Ensuring the service permanently for:

Movilex WEEE is the subsidiary of Movilex Recycling Group aimed at
Comprehensive Management of Waste Electric and Electronic
Equipment. As a speciﬁc plant for this purpose, it has all the
authorizations and complies with all the requirements of current

The Temporary Storage Centres (TSC) guarantee the
necessary support for grouping, classifying and proﬁting
from operational logistics, until its ﬁnal destination at the
Treatment Plant. At the same time, it allows absolute
control over the Traceability of waste from its Origin.
MOVILEX WEEE has a traceability Control System, which

- Public Institutions

is shared and networked with all its Support Centres.

- Private Entities

TSC with total cover for autonomous communities:

- Productive Centres

WEEE

WEEE storage and classification

- Clean Points

Toledo: Community of Madrid and Castilla La Mancha.

- Etc.

A Coruña: Galicia.

Support for the transport network is guaranteed with its

Sollana (Valencia): Valencian Community, Aragón,

own arranged Temporary Storage Centres (TSC), that are

Catalonia and Murcia.

found distributed throughout the whole national

Lobón (Badajoz): Extremadura and East Andalusia

territory, and that are permanently extended.
The service both for Hazardous Waste (HW) and
Non-Hazardous Waste (NHW) is properly documented in
order to be able to ﬁnd out its traceability at all times and

Valladolid: Castilla y León and Northern Spain
Seville: Western Andalusia.
Setúbal (Portugal).

to scrupulously comply with all legislative requirements.

legislation.
MOVILEX WEEE, has IEA (Integrated Environmental Authorization) for
the treatment of all the categories speciﬁed in Royal Decree 110/2015:
1. Large household appliances.

Comprehensive management of
electrical and electronic waste

2. Small household appliances.

At its treatment plants, Movilex WEEE has developed

3. Computer and telecommunication equipment.

production lines, with Processes and Procedures that

4. Consumer electronics and photovoltaic panels.
5. Lighting equipment.
6. Electrical and electronic tools.
7. Toys and sporting/leisure equipment.
8. Sanitary products.
9. Surveillance and control instruments.
10. Vending machines.

guarantee the Comprehensive Treatment of Authorized
Waste and the Fractions obtained.
MOVILEX WEEE applies the best technology available in

Other related services
We adjust our operations to your speciﬁc needs:
Dismantling of facilities (Industries and Production
Centres, Commercial Centres and Facilities, etc.).
Technical uninstalling (CPD, Oﬃces, Banking Entities,
etc.).

Treatment of all Categories, using evolution and
continuous improvement as a constant, in this way
guaranteeing that the best recycling rates are achieved.

Parallel services:
Testing, serial number capture and remarketing (express
request)
Recovery of parts and components (express request)
Physical destruction of digital media containing classiﬁed
information

24
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PLASTIC / METAL

METAL

HM - PRODUCTIVE REJECTIONS

Movilex Metal is the business line dedicated to the

Market competition

comprehensive management of metallic waste for

MOVILEX METAL, in accordance with its history and

recycling and recovery of metal, ferric and
non-ferric scrap.

the volumes obtained, has consolidated
agreements and established supply commitments

MOVILEX METAL obtains its ﬂows of scrap from its
own treatment plants following its processes, or
through the ﬂows of purchase and collection that it
has consolidated in both the national and
international markets.

with the main national and international
steelworks. This allows it to maintain a strong
position when making purchases in the
professional market.
The commercial network has a high level of skill
and this is available to oﬀer solutions tailored to
needs.

PLASTIC
We beneﬁt from the synergy of the ﬂows generated following the
production processes at our plants, so that MOVILEX PLASTIC's business
line is in charge of properly segregating and classifying all plastic fractions
by typology and speciﬁcation.
Following this classiﬁcation, all the fractions obtained are directed to the
Authorized Manager, guaranteeing both traceability from the origin and
“Downstream”, so that MOVILEX's internal methodology and identiﬁcation
systems are implemented across the whole network.
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ROUTES AND LOCATIONS

TSC with total cover for autonomous
communities:

ROUTES &
LOCATIONS

Toledo: Community of Madrid and Castilla La
Mancha.
A Coruña: Galicia.
Sollana (Valencia): Valencian Community,
Aragón, Catalonia and Murcia.
Lobón (Badajoz): Extremadura and East
Andalusia
Valladolid: Castilla y León and Northern Spain
Seville: Western Andalusia.
Setúbal (Portugal).
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MOVILEXBRASIL

Sales routes for processed and/or
treated products.

Treatment plants and TSC for
non-hazardous waste.
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MAIN FIGURES

MANAGED Tn

BY LINES OF BUSINESS
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PRODUCTS

SUBPRODUCTS
Aluminium

HMS1 OA

HMS1
Industrial

Fragments

Structural
waste

Copper

Plastic

36

HMS2
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ISO 9001:2008
ISO 14001: 2004

Pol. Ind. Lobón. C/. Don Benito 49.
06498 Lobón - Badajoz
(+34) 924 447 886
movilex@movilex.es

Avda. Ribera Baixa 149
46430 - Sollana - Valencia
(+34) 96 174 1014
info@movilexgir.es

Ilha de Tatuoca, s/n
Complexo Industrial Portuário Gov. Eraldo Gueiros - Suape
Ipojuca – PE – Brasil - CEP 55590-970 - Caixa Postal 56
(+55) 3198 218 9229
brasil@movilex.es

Vía a Mamonal Km 5 Cra.56 #60 - 333 - Sector Puerta de Hierro
Cartagena de Indias - Colombia
(+57) 320 6422779
colombia@movilex.com.co

Vía Panamericana Tocumen - Diagonal a Hopsa - Galera Movilex
Ciudad de Panamá - Panamá
(+507) 393 48 27
panama@movilex.com.pa

movilex.es

